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1 Introduction

The algorithm described in this paper is designed to detect potential table re-
gions in the document, to decide whether a potential table region is, in fact, a
table, and, when it is, to analyze the table structure. The decision and analysis
phases of the algorithm and the resulting system are based primarily on a pre-
cise definition of table, and it is such a definition that is discussed in this paper.
An adequate definition need not be complete in the sense of encompassing all
possible structures that might be deemed to be tables, but it should encompass
most such structures, it should include essential features of tables, and it should
exclude features never or very rarely possessed by tables.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The table definition is
obmitted due to the page limitation. Please contact the author for detail. We
describe the propose table region detection algorithm in details Section 2, and
we conclude with our future directions in Section 3.

2 The Proposed Table Region Detection Algorithm

Typical document image analysis and recognition systems consist of the follow-
ing main modules—scanning/digitization, page physical layout analysis, page
logical layout analysis, and the output formatting modules. Within the page lay-
out analysis module are typically included sub-modules that extract text-words,
text-lines, text-paragraphs, text-columns, as well as sub-modules for non-text re-
gion extraction and labeling. In this section we outline our proposed algorithm
for table region detection which will become a component of an overall docu-
ment table-understanding system within any OCR system. Our algorithm takes
as input a set of word boxes, the result of the word segmentation technique in
[11], produces from this set an initial set of “black boxes” which is subsequently
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processed by the following modules discussed in this section: word-box consolida-
tion and text-line elimination module, vertical-range module, horizontal-range
module, and table-region extraction module, yielding a final set of potential
table-region bounding boxes which constitutes suitable input for a table decom-
position algorithm.

2.1 Problem Statement

Given is a set of word boxes W = {bi : bi = (xi, yi, wi, hi)} where (xi, yi) is the
coordinates of the upper-left corner of the word box bi, wi is the width of bi,
and hi is the height of bi, with the requirement that 0 ≤ xi, wi ≤ width of a
given document page P and 0 ≤ yi, hi ≤ height of the given document page P .
The problem is to compute the collection of potential table regions on the given
document page: T = {Ti : Ti ⊆ W, Ti a potential table region } such that for
each pair i, j with i �= j, Ti ∩ Tj = ∅.

2.2 Test Data

The initial test data set for the algorithm will be taken from recent proceedings
of scientific conferences that are available to the public in PDF file format. These
PDF files will be converted into TIFF image format. We intend to collect at least
100 instances of such test data, some of which will include tables, and some not,
to insure objective testing.

2.3 Overall Description

The input to the algorithm is a setW of word boxes. The output of the algorithm
is the set of potential table regions. The algorithm consists of the following
modules in the stated order: a word-box consolidation and text-line elimination
module, a vertical-range module, a horizontal-range module, and a table-region
extraction module.

The set,W, of word boxes is passed as input to a word-box consolidation and
text-line elimination module, producing a reduced set of (combined) word boxes
called “black boxes”. This set of black boxes is then passed to a vertical-range
module which, using horizontal projection profiles, produces vertical ranges of
potential table regions. For each vertical range produced, the set of black boxes
in it is passed to a horizontal-range module which, using vertical projection
profiles, produces horizontal ranges of potential table regions. The computed
vertical and horizontal ranges are passed to a table-region extraction module,
which produces the final set of potential table-region bounding boxes.

2.4 Word-Box Consolidation and Text-Line Elimination

LetW be the input set of word boxes. For each bi ∈ W that has a right neighbor,
compute its right gap box gi. Let RG = {gi} be the set of all right gap boxes.
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Small, inter-word gap boxes are then eliminated as follows. Compute the
gap-width histogram to determine a threshold value ρ for inter-word gap widths.
Consider each word box to be an initial “black box”. Then, iteratively, delete
each gi ∈ RG whose width is less than the threshold ρ, and for each deleted gap
box gi, horizontally merge the two adjacent black boxes together with the gap
box gi into a longer black box. Let the resulting set of black boxes be B.

Black boxes for regular text lines are subsequently eliminated as follows.
Compute a histogram of the widths of black boxes in B. Then determine a
threshold from the histogram to eliminate black boxes for regular text lines—in
so doing, the following observation may be used: table entries are normally less
than half the average width of text lines. Then eliminate the black boxes in B
whose width is greater than the threshold. (Remark: If a black box has a width
not greater than the threshold but follows a run of one or more text-line black
boxes, it is normally not a table entry.)

2.5 Computation of Vertical and Horizontal Ranges of Potential
Table Regions

The fundamental idea behind the following two modules is to compute vertical
and horizontal projection profiles of the black boxes, and then detect patterns
of profiles suggesting potential table regions (PTRs) using finite automata.

Vertical Range Modules. Compute a horizontal projection profile, HP, of
the black boxes in B.

Then do the following preprocessing to clean up the horizontal profile by
eliminating short, noisy black boxes: Compute a histogram of lengths of runs
of 1’s (here and subsequently “1” symbolically denotes any positive number).
Compute a threshold, ρ, such that those runs of 1’s of length less than ρ should
be eliminated. Eliminate those short runs of 1’s by turning the 1’s to 0’s. Let
the resulting, cleaned up, horizontal profile be P ′.

In the next step, parameters for a finite automaton to detect vertical ranges
of potential table regions (PTRs) are computed: Compute a histogram of runs
of 1’s from P ′, and determine the parameter values pertaining to heights of
black boxes, to be used in the finite automaton to detect PTRs. Compute a
histogram of runs of 0’s from P ′, and determine the parameter values pertaining
to heights of inter-line, inter-row, and inter-table white gaps, to be used in the
finite automaton to detect PTRs.

Construct the finite automaton using the computed parameters, and then
apply the finite automaton to detect the vertical ranges of PTRs.

Horizontal Range Modules. For each vertical range of a PTR detected, do
the following:

Compute a vertical projection profile, VP, for the black boxes in B. Do
a clean-up processing on VP similar to that done in the vertical-range detec-
tion module. Compute histograms of lengths of runs of 0’s and 1’s, and obtain
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thresholds. Apply a “non-maximum suppression” technique using the thresholds
to obtain an accentuated vertical profile. Apply a finite automaton technique to
detect columns and column boundaries of the PTR.

2.6 Table Region Extraction

Using the vertical and horizontal PTR ranges computed, return the set of word
boxes falling within the intersection of the two ranges.
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